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The enduring influence of the Catholic Church has many sources—its spiritual and intellectual

appeal, missionary achievements, wealth, diplomatic effectiveness, and stable hierarchy. But in

the first half of the nineteenth century, the foundations upon which the church had rested for
centuries were shaken. In the eyes of many thoughtful people, liberalism in the guise of liberty,

equality, and fraternity was the quintessence of the evils that shook those foundations. At the

Vatican Council of 1869–1870, the church made a dramatic effort to set things right by defining
the doctrine of papal infallibility.In Vatican I: The Council and the Making of the Ultramontane

Church, John W. O’Malley draws us into the bitter controversies over papal infallibility that at one
point seemed destined to rend the church in two. Archbishop Henry Manning was the principal

driving force for the definition, and Lord Acton was his brilliant counterpart on the other side. But
they shrink in significance alongside Pope Pius IX, whose zeal for the definition was so notable

that it raised questions about the very legitimacy of the council. Entering the fray were politicians
such as Gladstone and Bismarck. The growing tension in the council played out within the larger
drama of the seizure of the Papal States by Italian forces and its seemingly inevitable

consequence, the conquest of Rome itself.Largely as a result of the council and its aftermath,
the Catholic Church became more pope-centered than ever before. In the terminology of the
period, it became ultramontane.

With Vatican I...O'Malley completes his masterclass in church history and ecclesiology of the
last five hundred years, telling us as much about the church now as then.-- "America"A
fascinating and dispassionate glimpse into a pivotal and dramatic period of Catholic Church

history.-- " Library Journal"Possesses the lucidity, insight, and erudition we associate with one of
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Dame"Provides an elegant historical narrative.-- "Times Higher Education (London)" --This text
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The past is never dead. It’s not even past.—William Faulkner, Requiem for a Nun, 1951
IntroductionThe First Vatican Council, convoked by Pope Pius IX (r. 1846–1878), met in the

north transept of Saint Peter’s Basilica in Rome for about seven months, from early December
1869 until mid-July 1870. It was the first ecumenical (church-wide) council in over three hundred

years, and because of the supposed implications of Pastor Aeternus, the decree of the council

that defined papal primacy and infallibility, pundits predicted it would be the last such meeting.

The decree, they said, rendered councils superfluous; the pope now could—and should—make
all decisions.When on January 25, 1959, Pope John XXIII announced his intention of convening
a council that he soon named Vatican II, he shattered the pundits’ predictions. Nonetheless,

Pastor Aeternus was a landmark in the history of the Catholic Church. Its effects are keenly felt

even today. Because of the decree alone, the council is worth studying.If history is the story of
how we got to be the way we are, then the narrative of Vatican I is the story of how the Catholic

Church in a relatively short time moved to a new and significantly more pope-centered mode,
which is what the term ultramontane designates. During the course of the nineteenth century the
papacy lost control of the Papal States and even of the city of Rome, and by the beginning of the
twentieth century the popes stood almost alone in thinking that the loss could be recovered. But

also by the beginning of that century the popes had begun to exercise an authority over the
church that was greater than ever before. Vatican I, the circumstances that gave rise to it, and

the circumstances that followed it were responsible for this remarkable change.Vatican I was the
largest and most international ad hoc body to meet for the longest period of time in the entire

nineteenth century. Although not immediately obvious, it was a solemn and defiant statement

against that century’s Liberalism, especially since the term designated advocacy of
representative forms of government, of freedom of religion, of separation of church and state,
and of secularizing programs in schools and other institutions. The reaction to Liberalism

demonstrated a set of values deeply embedded in the traditional ruling classes of Western
Europe. Experience had taught that class that liberty, equality, and fraternity were not a panacea

but a recipe for carnage and chaos. Although such sentiments gradually eroded, they have
shown remarkable recuperative powers and have still not disappeared.The significance of the

council thus extends beyond issues internal to the Catholic Church. The leaders of the great

political powers saw this and therefore followed the council with considerable concern. Their
ambassadors to the Holy See colluded with journalists and others to obtain information about

what was going on and what it might mean for church–state relations. Before the council met,
Prince Chlodwig von Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst, prime minister of Bavaria, published a circular
letter warning that the council threatened to set the church against the legitimate governments of

Europe. William Gladstone and Émile Ollivier, respectively the British and French prime

ministers during the council, were particularly attentive and hungry for information. After the
council Gladstone and Bismarck published tracts denouncing it, and Ollivier issued a two-

volume history and analysis of it.The impulse to define primacy and infallibility did not drop out of
the heavens. It was the result of a powerful campaign mounted at the grass-roots level largely by
laymen. The campaign saw papal infallibility as the only viable answer to the cultural, political,
and religious crisis ignited by the French Revolution and its pan-European Napoleonic

aftermath. It was a crisis, the campaign maintained, that unless met head-on held the direst
consequences for the Catholic Church, for Christianity, and for civilization itself. The only way to

meet it was with an unchallengeable authority.The supposed urgency of the situation helps
explain why the three-hundred-year gap between the Council of Trent (1545–1563) and Vatican I
finally was closed. In the Middle Ages, between the First Lateran Council (1123) and the Council

of Trent, ecumenical councils met on average once every forty years. Why, then, did such a large

chronological gap yawn between Trent and Vatican I? As with every complex historical
phenomenon, the reasons are multiple. Among them, however, three stand out.First, after the

Council of Trent the persuasion grew among Catholics that Trent had solved all problems. What

was now needed if an issue requiring attention arose was to see what Trent had said, or, in many
cases, what Trent would have said. Underlying this persuasion was the more widespread and
fundamental belief that the Catholic Church had to present itself to the Protestant world as

internally coherent and free of problems that were so pressing a council was needed. In a church
that did not need reform, Catholics stood united against the ever-changing Protestant and

secular world. By the nineteenth century Catholic officialdom sedulously avoided speaking of

reform as applicable to the church. Protestants had coopted the word and the need to reform, to

both of which they were welcome.1The second reason was the reluctance of the popes to risk
what a council might decide, especially regarding themselves and their office. From the First
Lateran Council until the Council of Constance (1414–1418), the popes looked upon councils as

their allies in addressing problems requiring serious attention, but with Constance that began to
change. In 1378 the Great Western Schism broke out when two, then three men claimed to be

the legitimate pope. Despite many serious efforts by rulers and churchmen to end the schism, it

dragged on for some forty years. Constance was finally able to resolve the stalemate, but only by
taking the drastic measure of deposing two of the contenders, persuading the third to resign,
and proceeding to elect a new pope, Martin V.From that point forward the relationship of pope to
council became uneasy, to the point that at times the popes feared councils as if they were

avenging angels. Their fear helps explain why a generation passed between the outbreak of the
Reformation in 1517 and the opening of the Council of Trent in 1545. That council, which lasted

off and on for eighteen years, did little to calm papal fears. The prelates at Trent early on decided
that reform of the papacy had to be one of their principal goals. Although the three popes who
reigned during the three periods the council was in session resisted the council’s efforts in that

regard, in the end they had to yield in some instances. The council’s reform measures did not
fully satisfy the more ardent reformers, but for the most part they operated to good effect for the

church at large.2The third and most immediate reason for the gap was the acrid politico-

ecclesiastical situation that began to develop in the middle of the seventeenth century and
culminated in the latter decades of the eighteenth, just before the French Revolution. Although

the church wanted to show a united front to the world, factions within it engaged in bitter
disputes among themselves and in some instances forgot their differences to unite in

challenging papal authority. This state of affairs was far too risky for a council.A Changed
SituationBy the middle of the nineteenth century, however, the situation had changed so
thoroughly that Pius IX felt confident he could convoke a council. Catholics, now ready to forget

grievances against the bishop of Rome they may have had at an earlier time, had undergone

one of the most remarkable changes in social consciousness in modern history. Although the

change was Europe-wide, France was its epicenter. It transformed itself from the most
formidable proponent of the “liberties” of the local church vis-à-vis the Holy See—a central
aspect of the phenomenon known as Gallicanism—to the most powerful engine promoting

Ultramontanism, the nineteenth-century movement that exalted central, that is, papal authority.3
Gallicanism, similar to Ultramontanism in its multifaceted character, was otherwise its polar

opposite.Long before the council, however, classic Gallicanism had virtually disappeared,

replaced by a much attenuated version that basically wanted to preserve, in the face of the more
aggressive ultramontane claims, what they saw as the traditional role of bishops. Thus two
factions developed in the church. Beneath the obvious ecclesiological difference between them

lurked a methodological variance regarding the church’s tradition. The difference was the result

of two divergent approaches to the deeply disturbing problem of how the church was to deal with
at least seeming discrepancies between past teachings and their present counterparts.It was

almost inevitable that the problem would arise because in the nineteenth century historical

approaches to almost every aspect of culture began to dominate thinking in new and sometimes
radical ways. The ultramontanes tended to ignore this development and assume that doctrine
was above historical arguments that might challenge it. The other faction maintained that

doctrine was somehow conditioned by historical contingencies and that it could not be properly
understood without taking the contingences into account.Ultramontanism’s key doctrine of papal
infallibility had roots in the Middle Ages, and theologians, especially since the seventeenth

century, repeated the basic arguments in favor of it and in favor of a more papacy-centered
church. The most respected and widely read author in that camp was the Jesuit Roberto
Bellarmino (1542–1621).4 Only in the nineteenth century, however, did protagonists arise who
could make ultramontane ideas seem so relevant and compelling to a large public that they had

to be given practical force. Thus was born a movement. But implementing such ideas meant
surrendering long-held convictions about the prerogatives of the local church that until then had
generally held sway in Catholicism. Thus arose a confrontation in the early nineteenth century

that continued unabated until the final days of Vatican I.Papal primacy is papal preeminence in

governing, whereas papal infallibility is papal preeminence in teaching. They constitute two

distinct categories, yet they are so closely related that the latter can be understood as an aspect
of the former. They both entered large into the thinking of the ultramontanes, but infallibility was

where their attention was especially focused.Recognition that special respect was due to the
successor of Saint Peter reached back to the earliest years of the church. It was based on the

New Testament’s depiction of the leadership role that Peter played among Jesus’s disciples.

Bishops and others in both the East and the West generally acknowledged that special respect

was due to Peter’s successors, but just what it entailed on the practical level was hotly disputed,
a situation that persisted through the centuries.5Apologists for Peter’s special role based their

position principally upon three passages from the gospels. The first was the familiar passage

from Matthew in which Jesus tells Peter he will build his church upon him (16:17–20). The
second was from John in which he instructs Peter to feed his lambs and sheep (21:15–17).

Particularly important for nineteenth-century apologists for papal infallibility was the third
passage, Jesus’s prayer for Peter in Luke: “Simon, Simon, behold, Satan demanded to have you
that he might sift you like wheat, but I have prayed for you that your faith may not fail and, when

you have turned again, you will strengthen your brethren” (22:31–34).As the so-called pastoral
epistles of the New Testament make clear, however, bishops other than the bishop of Rome

early on emerged as the leaders of their respective communities. The original Greek term
επισκοποι (episcopoi) meant “overseers,” “supervisors,” or “stewards.” Bishops claimed that as

the apostles’ successors, their authority to oversee and supervise their flocks derived from them.
Their authority was therefore just as “apostolic” as Peter’s was.Despite bitter controversies in the
West over the scope of popes’ preeminence in relationship to rulers, to local bishops, and

eventually to councils, the preeminence was in theory almost universally acknowledged. This
situation ended radically with the Reformation, which declared the pope the enemy of true

Christianity and even the anti-Christ. Catholics rallied to the defense of the papacy, but they
continued to disagree among themselves about the extent of the papacy’s authority, as the
stalemates at the Council of Trent made obvious. In the eighteenth century the ministers of the
great Catholic monarchs challenged papal claims at almost every turn. The definitions of Vatican

I were meant to end this situation once and for all.6The pope’s preeminence in teaching,

especially as expressed in infallibility, had just as complex a history and was subject to the same
questions about its limits as was primacy. As early as the fifth century, the tradition had gained
currency that “the Roman church” did not err in its stance on contested doctrines, a tradition

generated by two factors. The first was Rome as the site of Peter’s martyrdom, which imbued the

Roman church with a gravity no other could match, especially when Peter’s martyrdom was
coupled with Paul’s to give the Roman church the unique quality of double apostolicity. The
second fact was the Roman church’s remarkable record of supporting interpretations of disputed
doctrines that eventually were accepted as orthodox.Rome’s tradition of not erring prepared the
way for the gradual emergence in the Middle Ages of the notion of papal infallibility. As Vatican I

later defined it, infallibility is the doctrine asserting that when the pope, under certain conditions,
pronounces that a teaching is of divine and apostolic faith, he cannot be mistaken, nor, as a
consequence, can his pronouncement later be rescinded. Being inerrant is reactive, whereas

being infallible is proactive. The former is constituted by bearing witness to the tradition of the
church amid a doctrinal conflict. The latter is constituted by taking action by pronouncing upon a

doctrine, whether or not it is being contested. It confers on a doctrine a new and unassailable
authority, no matter how impressive the doctrine’s previous pedigree might have been.7Only

sometime in the fourteenth century did popes, theologians, and canonists explicitly begin to

speak of infallibility. Although infallibility soon became a standard claim of the popes, it generally
did not play a prominent part in their pronouncements, nor was it a central issue in theological
discourse. The popes and their advocates, nonetheless, unfailingly maintained that solemn

papal pronouncements were final and not subject to revision. The question of how such a
position related to the more traditional doctrinal authority of ecumenical councils, however,
skulked ominously in the background.8For the ultramontanes of the nineteenth century,

infallibility was the core of their movement, and the more aggressive among them saw the

council as their opportunity to vindicate it. An irony is in play here. The ultramontanes seized the
council as their opportunity to prevail, yet the council’s definition seemed in the eyes of some to

render councils outmoded.If in the nineteenth century infallibility gained ground because of
badly unsettled political conditions, its rise was just as due to the cultural, social, and intellectual
challenges “the modern world” posed for the church. The Scientific Revolution threatened the

Aristotelian system that had undergirded Catholic theology since the thirteenth century. The
rationalism of the Enlightenment upset the balance between “faith and reason” in traditional

Catholic theology and in its extreme form recognized no god but Reason. The French

Revolution’s cry of liberty, equality, and fraternity undermined ecclesiastical as well as political
hierarchy, a problem compounded by the Industrial Revolution’s creation of an urban proletariat

claiming—sometimes by sticks, stones, and muskets—a voice in affairs. The bourgeoisie’s
demands for freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom of religion spelled, it

seemed, the end of the discipline required to maintain public order in church and state, and new

forms of biblical criticism threatened the credibility of the Bible. These and similar phenomena
constituted for most Catholics the major and most pervasive problems of the day, an opinion

shared by Pope Pius IX. They challenged the very foundations upon which church and society
had rested since time immemorial. The crisis was one of authority.Not all Catholics reacted
negatively to these developments. There were “liberal” Catholics who believed the church could
and should embrace at least some of the tenets of Liberalism. They maintained, for instance,

that the church should shed its allegiance to the monarchical forms of the ancien régime and

align itself with the future, that is, with democratic or republican forms of government. They were
an important but lonely voice.Pius IX would have none of it. He conceived the council as the

church’s negative response to Liberalism and to the modern world that had produced and then
embraced it. On his own he had confronted that world with the Syllabus of Errors (1864), which

ended with the seemingly catchall condemnation of the idea that the Roman pontiff should
reconcile with progress, Liberalism, and modern culture. The problem became so pressingly

urgent for him that it required a council to deal with it. He was not alone in this conviction. As

Cardinal Luigi Lambruschini said to him as early in the pontificate as 1849, just three years after
Pius IX was elected: “I think that Your Holiness should in time (the time could be distant)
assemble a general council in order to condemn modern errors, revive the faith of the Christian

people, restore and reinforce ecclesiastical discipline, which in our days has become so feeble.
Since the evils are so general, a general remedy must be applied.”9When the council met twenty

years later, the agenda closely corresponded to what Lambruschini indicated. Although the
documents prepared for it did not contain an explicit reference to papal infallibility, in retrospect

we clearly see that the ultramontane campaign and the opposition it aroused led almost
inexorably to Pastor Aeternus, which is an implicit but powerful assertion that the proper social

and political order of society is hierarchical. It is for Pastor Aeternus that Vatican I is
remembered. Nonetheless, besides Pastor Aeternus, the council published Dei Filius, which

dealt with the problem of religious faith in an increasingly secular and skeptical world, a problem

still very much with us. As with Pastor Aeternus, therefore, Dei Filius makes Vatican I relevant
today.
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that they were assemblies in which bishops, successors of the apostles, always had the
determining vote, even in councils convened by the emperor or empress. But each council had

distinguishing marks, and Vatican I was no exception.Despite the bishops’ determining role, until
Vatican I the laity was represented through Catholic rulers or their delegates, who took an official
and active part in the councils’ proceedings. At Vatican I for the first time no laity took part in the

council, even though the laity had an extraordinarily important impact on the council in other

ways.Of the twenty-one councils Catholics recognize as ecumenical, the first eight were held in

modern-day Turkey, and the language was Greek. Western influence, including papal influence,

was in most instances small. The remaining thirteen were held in Europe, and the language was
Latin. With the exception of the Council of Florence, Eastern Christianity was virtually
unrepresented, a direct result of the Great Schism between the two churches in 1054. In Vatican
I, however, bishops from the Eastern churches that in the meantime had been reconciled with

the Latin church participated. They soon recognized, though, that their opinions did not carry

much weight.Seven of the Western councils were held in Rome, three in France, one in
Switzerland, and two in Italy outside Rome—in Florence and Trent. Vatican I was the first in
Rome to be celebrated in Saint Peter’s Basilica. The others took place in the pope’s cathedral,

Saint John Lateran. Meeting in the pope’s hometown and under his very eyes meant a quite
different dynamic than what prevailed at the Council of Trent, which had met hundreds of miles
away.In number of bishop participants, Vatican I was among the larger councils, with over 700
bishops at its peak. Membership in the others generally numbered somewhere between 150 and

350 bishops, Constance was much larger, and Vatican II dwarfed them all with some 2,200
bishops generally present.Whereas at the Council of Trent not a single bishop came from
outside Europe, Vatican I opened with a sizable number from overseas. In that regard Vatican I

became the first council that could justly claim to be worldwide. Nonetheless, it was

quintessentially a European gathering: It was held in Europe. The issues it dealt with were

European in that they had their origin in European history and for the most part had urgency only
in Europe. The business was conducted in Latin, a European language, and all the most
influential participants were European. But as the implications of Pastor Aeternus became

clearer, the council had a strikingly church-wide impact.The Catholic press that promoted
Ultramontanism, especially journals such as L’Univers in France and La Civiltà Cattolica in Italy,

very much influenced Catholic thinking on what came to be the key issue at the council,
infallibility. But journals did not do the job alone. The monographs and tracts that flew from the
pens of ultramontane thinkers likewise effected the change in social consciousness that

preceded the council. The opposition was never able to mount a similarly effective campaign.

There were exceptions. Immediately before and during the council, for instance, Ignaz von
Döllinger (1799–1890), the important church historian from Munich, stirred up opposition on an

international level.True, Luther’s writings and the writings of other Reformers shaped much of the
agenda of the Council of Trent, the first time that the impact of the invention of printing was felt in

a council. But the influence of the press on Vatican I was different in that it was more consistent

in its focus on one issue, papal authority. It also was multinational in the location of its

publications and incomparably greater in the sheer quantity of material it produced. The impact
of the press was, therefore, another of the traits of Vatican I distinguishing it from preceding
councils.Pius IXThe popes who convened councils invariably had a major influence on the

outcome. That is true to such an emphatic degree for Pius IX and Vatican Council I that his
impact gave rise to the accusation that the council was not free but manipulated by the pope to

accomplish the result he desired. It was an accusation that did not lack credibility.Giovanni Maria
Mastai-Ferretti was born in Senigallia near Ancona in the upper reaches of the Papal States on

May 13, 1792. His family, not wealthy but certainly not impoverished, belonged to the minor

nobility of the region and, unlike most families of that class, showed a cautious openness to

some of the new ideas that were in the air.The young Giovanni Maria attended a school in
Volterra run by the Piarists, a religious order with a number of schools in Italy at the time. While
there, he showed an interest in science, but the curriculum posed few intellectual challenges.

Toward the end of his program he suffered severe attacks of epilepsy. Although he was
eventually cured, the disease took its toll, leaving him subject to occasional but severe mood
swings for the rest of his life. Normally jovial, he could change in an instant and startle those

present with an angry outburst. Shocking though the bad moments were, they were relatively

rare. When he was himself, he spontaneously and unselfconsciously charmed all who met him,
a trait often mentioned even by those who disagreed with his policies.In March 1816, when he
was almost twenty-four years old, he decided, after having gone on several religious retreats, to

become a priest. Although many of his relatives held relatively high positions in the church,
Giovanni Maria seems to have been entirely free from ecclesiastical ambition and wanted
nothing more than to be a good pastor. After some hasty religious studies at the Jesuits’ Roman

College, he was ordained in 1819, a bare three years after having made his decision. His was a
sparse

philosophical-theological

training.In

1823,

through

a

strange

combination

of

circumstances, Pope Leo XII named him a member of a papal diplomatic mission to Chile, the
future pope’s only venture outside Italy for his entire life. When he returned three years later, he
became director of the Istituto San Michele, one of the most important social relief services in
Rome. In that position he showed some administrative ability, which led to his being named

bishop of Spoleto in 1827 and bishop of Imola in 1832.In those politically difficult years in the

Papal States, he steered a relatively moderate course; he was certainly out of sympathy with

many of the reactionary ecclesiastical policies of the reigning pope, Gregory XVI. When Gregory
died in 1846, the cardinals were ready for a more conciliatory pope, and their choice landed on
Cardinal Mastai-Ferretti, elected on the fourth ballot.Genuinely devout, the new pope had a

simple and unbounded faith in the workings of divine providence, which stood him in good stead
during an extraordinarily long and challenging pontificate. On an intellectual and cultural level, he

was poorly equipped to deal with the complex problems of “the modern world.” Unfortunately he
was surrounded by persons whose life experience was as limited as his own.A key figure in the

curia at the time was Cardinal Giacomo Antonelli, Pius’s secretary of state for almost his entire
pontificate, from 1848 until Pius’s death in 1878. In terms of character and personality, Antonelli
was the direct opposite of his master. If Pius was emotional, gregarious, affable, and pious,
Antonelli was cold, self-serving, and capable of playing a double game. But he was astute,

devoted to Pius, and took seriously his important office. Yet theirs was a curious
partnership.Although Antonelli stayed very much in the background during Vatican I, he is
important in the council’s history because before, during, and after the council he had to deal

with the drive for Italian unity, the Risorgimento, which in 1870 resulted in the demise of the
Papal States and the establishment of Rome as the capital of the new Kingdom of Italy. This

background story to the council is indispensable for understanding the policies of Pius IX and
the events leading up to Vatican I.10Portrait of Pope Pius IX at the time of his election, 1846. By

Ludovico Aureli. Bologna, Museo Civico del Risorgimento. Photo by De Agostini. (Courtesy of
DEA/A. DAGLI ORTI/De Agostini Editorial Collection/Getty Images.)Since the Middle Ages Italy

consisted of a number of independent states. With the collapse of the Napoleonic Empire in
1814, these states were reconfigured and reconstituted by the Congress of Vienna. There were

nine of them, among which the Papal States was one of the larger ones. The Congress also

reinstated Austria in the territory of the former Republic of Venice, which stretched westward all
the way to Milan. Italians resented this situation, especially as Austria tried to extend its influence

into the politics of other Italian states. The passion to rid Italy of the hated Austrians morphed
easily into a fervor to unite Italy, fueled by the general upsurge of nationalist sentiment in Europe

in the early nineteenth century and by the revolutions of 1830 and 1848 in France and elsewhere
in Europe.Pius was similar to his predecessor, Pope Gregory XVI, in that he had to contend not
only with the larger issue of the unification of Italy, with all the questions this raised about the

status of Rome and the Papal States, but with chronic political unrest in the States themselves.

The States were generally considered among the most backward and ill governed in Europe,
and resentment of “the government of priests” was strong and growing stronger.In November

1848, just two years after his election, the tense situation in Rome forced Pius to flee the city and
remain in exile until April 1850. He was able to return to Rome only by the humiliating expedient

of appealing for aid to a foreign power, Louis Napoleon. The prince-president of France sent an
expeditionary force that restored the city to Pius.By the middle of the century the drive to unite

Italy under the Piedmont monarchy was moving fast, a feat that could not be accomplished

without including the States, which cut the peninsula in two. The leaders of the movement
agreed, moreover, that Rome had to be the capital of the new nation. The popes of the

nineteenth century, like their predecessors for centuries, considered the Papal States, and most

especially the city of Rome, a sacred trust, a holy legacy that they could never surrender. No

pope was more convinced of this truth than Pius IX.Map of Italy, ca. 1850, showing the extent of
the Papal States and of the Austrian domains in the area between Venice and Milan. (Courtesy

of Patti Isaacs, 45th Parallel Maps and Lithograhics.)But by 1859 the Italian forces had occupied

and controlled everything except a relatively small area near and around Rome, where they lay
in wait for the opportunity to seize the city. That opportunity came on September 20, 1870, and

shortly after Pius IX declared the council in recess until November.The First Vatican Council was
never able to reassemble. It abided in a state of limbo until July 14, 1960, when Pope John XXIII

cleared up doubts by letting it be known that the council he had earlier announced was to be

called Vatican II. Technically speaking, the story of the First Vatican Council does not end until
that date.Sources and AuthorsHistorians have at their disposal more than enough original

documents to reconstruct the history of Vatican I. Preeminent among them are the official acts of
the council—principally the speeches and drafts of the documents, which have long been
available in a reliable edition.11 In the late twentieth century the diaries of two council

participants and one of a journalist with an inside track were published, throwing more light on
the council.12 Further information is found in the correspondence of participants and of the

officials of different governments. Vatican I was big news in its day, and journals and newspapers
from the era help fill in the gaps in our knowledge.Although certainly less abundantly than

Vatican II, the First Vatican Council has, from the time it was convened, generated a large

quantity of literature, much of it polemical or apologetic during and immediately after it. That
situation gradually changed. Not surprisingly, the convocation of Vatican II renewed interest in

Vatican I. Although Vatican II almost obsessively asserted its continuity with Vatican I, the
council’s promulgation of the doctrine of episcopal collegiality raised questions about the

previous council’s doctrines of primacy and infallibility and gave impetus to further studies of
Vatican I. Theologians began to review gallican and liberal claims and assess them less

negatively than when they repudiated them at the council.The bibliography at the end of this
book provides a listing of the studies I have cited. Two works, upon which I have heavily relied,
are basic. The first is the three-volume study of the pontificate of Pius IX by the Italian Jesuit
Giacomo Martina.13 This is Martina’s major work, based on decades of archival research and

marked by balanced judgments on the pope and his policies. Although it contains only one

chapter on the council, it provides indispensable background for understanding Pius IX and the

role he assumed at the council.The second is another three-volume work by another Jesuit, the

German historian Klaus Schatz. This work is a detailed history of the council, the most thorough
ever published and probably the most thorough that will ever be published.14 It is a model of

careful scholarship, and I could not have written this book without it.Indispensable though

Martina and Schatz are for the history of Vatican I, a one-volume history by Roger Aubert, a

Belgian canon, continues to be helpful, despite being published well over a half century ago.15
Aubert’s other studies of the nineteenth-century church, some of which have been translated

into English, provide good background. Mention must be made of the volume he helped edit

containing a concordance of the words in the final decrees of Vatican I, a research tool useful for

the scholar.16Although it also does not have the benefit of recent scholarship, still worth reading

is the two-volume history of the council published in 1930 by the English Benedictine Dom
Cuthbert Butler. His history moves at a pace and at a level that make the subject accessible to

the nonprofessional.17This book’s first chapter, “Catholicism and the Century of Lights,”

describes events and ideologies that developed in the eighteenth century, named the century of
lights. It is pivotal for the rest of the book. In the nineteenth century, in both secular and religious

society, controversy raged over those events and ideologies, especially as encapsulated during

the French Revolution. My subsequent chapters tell how that controversy played out in the
Catholic Church at the highest level, culminating in the First Vatican Council as a rejection of the
previous century.Is it still not strange that a book that ostensibly is about Vatican Council I

dedicates only two of its five chapters to the council itself? Yet there was almost an inevitability
about how the council turned out that was certainly not true of either the Council of Trent or the

Second Vatican Council. For both of those councils the fore-history is definitely important.
Without it those councils are unintelligible, but both of them turned out in ways that could not be

anticipated.The opposite is true of Vatican I. Papal infallibility was so vehemently disputed before
the council that we can see even more clearly than contemporaries that it was destined to be the
focus and to be defined. History takes unpredictable turns, but not always. It often moves along a

more or less predictable trajectory. Vatican I was the result of such a trajectory. The prehistory of
Vatican I is as intrinsic to the council as the event itself.But my book’s title indicates another

reason that the early chapters are integral to the book’s subject. Besides being about the First

Vatican Council, this work is about “the making of the ultramontane church,” a historical process

in which the council was the defining moment but certainly not the end. If we understand the

making of the ultramontane church generically as the growth of papal authority in the church,
then it obviously began long before the nineteenth century. But if we understand it as the special
phase of that growth known to contemporaries of it as ultramontane, then the story begins a few
years after the Congress of Vienna (1815). The half century that elapsed between that date and

the conclusion of the council is the classic phase of the making of the ultramontane church.The

council, though the centerpiece of the making of the ultramontane church and in one
perspective its culmination, is certainly not its terminal date. After the council, the “making”

continued, a phenomenon in which even seemingly unrelated events such as the invention of
radio, television, and jet travel played a role. The book prompts questions, therefore, that go

beyond 1870 and take us into the present. We are thus almost forced to ask ourselves whether

the term ultramontane can validly be applied to the Catholic Church today and, if it can, in what
ways and to what degree.
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Dr. Terrence McGarty, “Papal Infallibility?. Vatican I by O'Malley is a short but superbly written

summary of the issue of Papal Infallibility and Vatican I in 1870. The author is a well known
Jesuit, and one will see the influence and pervasiveness of the Jesuits throughout. This book

does not seem to be a polemic for one side or the other on first reading. It does show how some
limitations on the proposed position of Pius IX was attained, namely that he wanted unlimited

infallibility and the best the Council could delimit is infallibility on matters stated ex cathedra,
namely limited to things the Pope would pronounce as coming from the successor of Peter.The

book is divided into five sections and a conclusion. The author goes back and forth between the
issues at the time and those proximate to the Council and integrates them into the decision

process. The issues driving Pius IX were the development of nationalism, liberalism, freedom of

religion, Protestantism, freedom of the press, and the development of citizens as compared to

subjects. Pius IX was one of the last hold outs of the days of divine rights of rulers. As forms of

democracy were developing, challenges from socialism and communism were being addressed,

Pius IX saw a need to strengthen the papacy.The author does a reasonably good task at
showing the counter efforts such as Gallicanism which was the French approach of running the
Church the way the French wanted to. Strangely Gallicanism was present before the Avignon
papacy and was intensified during the 14th century when the Pope was in Avignon. Although not
officially part of France at the time the popes then followed the French crown in many ways. Pius

IX saw this as an anathema. Thus any extension to the 19th century would have to be wiped out
and Pius did this via his call for infallibility.Even more compelling was the fact that when all of the
issues started with Pius he was also a head of state with his dominion over the Papal States, the
central lands of what was becoming Italy. The Pope owned and controlled most of central Italy

and as nationalism was evolving his control was under attack. Eventually just months after the
Council declared his infallibility Rome was invaded and taken over by the Italian nationalists,

thus Italy was effectively formed as a nation.The author blends these facts in a well presented

narrative. He also brings to the fore the opposition of many of the theologians, often non-clerical

and German, who opposed this infallibility dicta. Key amongst them would be Dollinger, a
Bavarian theologian strongly opposed to this new idea. In fact many of the best theologians were
opposed since there was no basis and furthermore the Conciliar theories dominated, namely

such decisions were made by Church Councils, bishops in concert, and not singularly by a
Pope.Overall the books is superb. However one can raise a few issues:1. The Jesuits played a

key role in supporting Pius. The author's document is replete with references and the author
himself is a Jesuit. The rule of the Jesuits frankly should have been more detailed, for their role

was to support the Pope and as such infallibility would logically strengthen their positions,
somewhat.2. Infallibility took almost two millennia to be stated. As such one would wonder why

no one ever thought of this before? The Councils were always a way to reach doctrinal
decisions. But now one ascribes such a singular power to a singular man. This is certainly

questionable give the cast of characters who have occupied the seat of Peter over the ages.3.

As with many such efforts one should be drawn back to the 14th century and the battles
between John XXII and Marsilius of Padua and William of Ockham. Ockham went as far in his

Work of Ninety Days to claim John a heretic. His contention has merit. Marsilius predated
Montesquieu in the ideas of representative governments and the fact that divine rights had no

basis. The 14th century players frankly should be mentioned in many of these
discussions.Overall O'Malley provides a timely, well written, and balanced presentation of

Vatican I, a Council whose closure never occurred due to the capture of Rome by the Italian

forces. O'Malley in the conclusion makes reference to the impact of this dictum, such as the
problems Kennedy had running for President, for the dictum was interpreted as making
Catholics citizens of a foreign lord and master and demanded fealty to their assertions.”

Thomas J. Burns, “How the pope became The Pope. When did the pope become “The Pope?”

Catholics since biblical times have carried the image of Peter’s unique role as leader and unifier

of those awaiting the Second Coming in glory. The precise nature of the authority and legitimacy

of the Bishop of Rome has varied over time. In his classic “Western Society and the Church in
the Middle Ages” [1970] R.W. Southern describes the eighth century’s interlocking of the pope’s

authority to the very bones of Peter interred in Rome. Six centuries later, Boniface VIII would
decree in “Unam Sanctam” [1302] that “every living creature be under submission to the Roman

pontiff,” both the most drastic claim of papal authority ever made and perhaps the fastest one to
be rejected.John W. O’Malley’s “Vatican I: The Council and the Making of the Ultramontane

Church” [2018] describes the Catholic effort to formulate a precise understanding of papal

authority. Over a roughly seven-month period [1869-1870] the world’s bishops, at the invite of
Pope Pius IX [r. 1846-1878], came together in Rome to discuss and formulate the ultimate

authority of the office of Bishop of Rome. This is the council remembered for the formal
declaration of the doctrine of papal infallibility, and this is the council’s signal achievement,

though it had hoped to address a broader agenda.The author sets the table for the Council’s

work with two fine introductory essays. “Catholicism and the Century of Lights” describes
developments in Western European Catholicism in the era of the Enlightenment, or roughly from
the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 to the French Revolution in 1789. In a Europe exhausted by 150

years of religious wars, the peace treaty of Westphalia for all purposes left stand a continent of
coexistence among the various post-Reformation churches. As O’Malley puts it, many Catholic
rulers and churchmen alike “wanted to put dogmatism, fanaticism, and religious wars behind

them.” [p. 38] The restored authority of bishops and a renewed interest in art and literature
refreshed the Church, as did the Enlightenment thought of Newton and Locke, among
others.The parallel development of church and state did not sit well in Rome, and in the chapter

“The Ultramontane Movement” O’Malley describes the profound dismay over developments
between church and states. The French Revolution and the era of Napoleon were pronouncedly
anti-Catholic, and the wave of populist revolutions across Europe, including Italy itself, led Pope

Pius IX to sour on modern development and to reinforce the ultimate authority over Church and
society in the person of the pope. His supporters became known as “Ultramontanists,” from the
Latin “beyond the mountains,” specifically the land beyond the Alps, the Italian peninsula. The

term carried double meanings, referring to the literal protection of the Papal States from Italian

nationalists and to Catholics around the world sympathetic to the strengthening of the Office of
Peter to protect the Catholic faith.Pius, in summoning a council in 1869, did not do so without

risk. One risk was the very real military intervention of the seizing of Rome, a factor which later

did play a role in the council’s proceedings. Politically and theologically speaking, while a clear
majority of bishops supported the definition of infallibility, there were many who called for
precision in speaking of the nature and exercise of such power. Not everyone defined the

doctrine as did the lay editor of the Dublin Review, William Ward, who famously declared his
desire to have an infallible papal encyclical delivered to him at breakfast every morning along

with the Times.There was also a sizeable block of bishops, between a quarter and a third, with
significant reservations or even opposition to infallibility. By far the most famous opponent not a
bishop, but rather the Munich Professor Ignaz von Dollinger, with his brilliant student Lord Acton,

the latter famous for his dictum “power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.” Most

moderates at the Council embraced one form or other of Dollinger’s concerns: [1] loss of
freedom of thought and expression within the Church; [2] isolation from much of the intellectual
world; [3] damage to ecumenical relations, particularly with the Episcopal and Orthodox

Churches, [4] fear of schism, and [5] fear of the impact of absolutism upon Church
reform.Although he did not invite Dollinger, Pius IX brought together a broad range of

theologians to Vatican I and allowed for considerable discussion. Infallibility and the structure of
the Church was one of six major issues prepared for discussion; other topics included issues of
church and state, the sacrament of Matrimony, and Faith and Revelation. Primitive acoustics,

summer heat, poor command of Latin, and an open-ended agenda with no set conclusion
contributed to the restlessness of bishops, as did the sound of canons surrounding the city. Pius

thus ordered the vote on infallibility, his primary agenda, moved to the top of the list, and on July
18, 1870, only two bishops voted against the definition, one from the United States. Many with

reservations left before the vote in deference to the pope, who then adjourned the Council until

safer circumstances might prevail, which never did in his lifetime.O’Malley’s summary of the
Council highlights its blessings and failures. Whatever their sentiments, most of the world’s

bishops honored and supported the newly declared doctrine. One of the few major opponents,

Dollinger, came to a sad end. When Otto von Bismarck declared that bishops would be little
more than puppets, the German conference of bishops provided a rebuttal that Pius approved
as an official interpretation of the relationship of pope and bishops. The Council enabled the

pope to appoint the world’s bishops, something that secular rulers had previously controlled.

Perhaps most significantly, Vatican I made the office of the papacy a visible, meaningful factor in
the lives of everyday Catholics. However, Lord Acton’s words about the corruption of power had
not been considered; the Church of 2019 labors with the conundrum of defensive authority in the

face of its own dramatic administrative sins.”
Jerry Ahearn, “Just bought Vatican II as well!. During the last several years, as a 72-year old
retiree, I have easily read over 125 books on world history, 2nd Temple Judaism, Dead Sea

Scrolls, Early Christian and Catholic Church History, Roman Empire, Constantine, the various
doctrinal Councils, rise of Islam, Renaissance Popes, Protestantism, the Enlightenment, etc.

and, in my opinion, Father O'Malley's work is in a class by itself. As a result, I have already

purchased his work on Vatican II -- stayed up last night reading it until 3 A.M. -- and will also buy
his treatise on the Council of Trent! I have separate Master's degrees in both Comparative

Religion and British Poetry and feel that Father O'Malley really knows how to write professionally
on Church-related matters in a clear, informative, well-organized, balanced and perceptive
manner.”

Arthur Sippo, “The best treatment of Vatican Council I to date. An absolute tour de force! There

have been hatchet jobs attacking Vatican I by those who wish to denigrate Papal Primacy and

Infallibility such as the works of Hasler and Kung. Fr. O'Malley masterfully demonstrates what
really happened and makes it clear that God was able to use the factions in the Catholic Church

in the 19th Century to demonstrate the legitimacy of papal authority both theologically and
juridically while allowing for some leeway which Vatican II was able to use to explain the collegial

role of the bishops and their responsibility for the for both the local and universal church. I

cannot recommend this book more highly! Anyone interested in the real story of Vatican I needs
to read this book.”

Suzette A. Hill, “Clear and meticulous. I am delighted with this book: scholarly, lucid, eloquent
and – most importantly – objective. This is a fascinating analysis of the theological and political

complexities governing the Council’s agenda and the shifting and conflicting allegiances of its

participants. It is an engrossing historical study with surely a universal appeal: to priest and
layman, Catholic and non-Catholic. A bonus is the stylish format and clear print: a nice product.”
Lux In Domino, “Great product.. The book arrived on time. It is as it was described. Thank you.”
Damian Furlong, “The imperial papacy. Well worth the read. You'll appreciate Vatican II much
better if you understand Vatican I.”
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